### Autumn 1/20
- **BE00CW70-3001** Orientation to engineering studies
- **BE00CL40-3001** Machine Elements
- Optional studies: **BE00CO99-3002** Robotics Module
- **BE00BS09-3003** Advanced Mathematics (5 courses during the whole year)

### Autumn 2/20
- **BE00CW71-3001** Mechanics
- **BE00CL38-3001** Parts Design and Manufacturing
- **BE00CO99-3002** Robotics Module

### Spring 1/21
- **BE00CW72-3001** Manufacturing
- **BE00CL42-3001** Sheet Metal Structures
- **BE00CL44-3001** Product Development

### Spring 2/21
- **BE00CW73-3001** Design of a Beam Structure
- **BE00CL44-3001** Product Development

### Optional Studies
- **BE00CI14-3001** 3D Engineering Academy (during the whole year)

### Not arranged during academic year 2020-2021
- Manufacturing Automation in a Workshop
- Design of Industrial Appliances
- Structural Analysis

### Online Implementation
- Core competence module
- Profiling competence module
- Profiling competence module / Optional studies